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ABSTRACT
Objective. The article presents the concept of creating an electronic filing system of language innovations (new vocabulary/phraseology) that updates the material
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psycloling-journal.com
of Ukrainian mass media with great attention to its psycholinguistic and functional-stylistic metric. The complex analysis of the e-filing system, which is based on the dynamics of Ukrainian media communication (2016–2018), is the goal of this study.

Materials & Methods. An innovative author’s methodology «10/10: new contexts / new editions» maximally allows to objectify the obtained results and accurately describe them at the relevant time. A special functional-stylistic & psycholinguistic marking allows to evaluate evolutionary processes in language, analyze the degree of axiology of language resource and predict the time of «life» of language innovation in Ukrainian mass consciousness.

Results. Special lexicographic markers are proposed to help: (a) determine the degree of influence of a new unit on mass consciousness; (b) assess typical / non-standard communicative situation of appearance of a unit in media; (c) find out the stylistic potential of language innovation in modern Ukrainian. About 1,000 language innovations (words, phraseologisms, semantically and word-transformed units) are represented in the electronic filing system (see author’s portal «Language Innovation.UA» on newlexua.blogspot.com on the Google-platform), which are lexicographically represented as a serial dictionary «New words and phraseologisms in Ukrainian mass media» (2016–2018). The theory of media psychology has helped to distribute the material in e-filing system according to evaluative (axiological) dominants (see Martin, J.), pointing to neutral, positive or negative word semantics.

Conclusions. The analyzed material allows to assert that updating of the lexical-phraseological fund of the Ukrainian language has an ongoing nature, an explanation of which is found in the interaction of extra- and intralinguistic factors (particularly, the phenomenon of «linguistic trend» in language innovations of the Western world, multiculturalism, expansion of the information space, etc.). The monitoring of contemporary Ukrainian media made it possible to analyze the causes of replication and consolidation of innovative vocabulary/phraseology in mass consciousness.

Key words: language innovations, media resource, media linguistics, electronic filing system, psycholinguistics, stylistics of the Ukrainian language.

Introduction

The main objective of the paper is to provide a professional description of new lexemes and phraseologisms that step into the Ukrainian language through modern media. Linguistic monitoring of media language covers 2016–2018, where intermediate stage is lexicographic fixation of language innovations in the form of a printed dictionary. Current research is focused on establishing psychological parameters of occurrence of new lexems and phraseologisms in mass consciousness, which will allow to comprehensively analyze the
evolutionary processes in the system of Ukrainian literary language. For this purpose we created original electronic filing system of new words and phraseologisms in the Ukrainian language which has about 1,000 language units and their interpretations in media (genre syncretism and a broad regional principle of the source base allow to present and scientifically describe the investigated resource in the most objective manner). The investigated material is represented in three variants, each of which has its own analysis purpose and internal logic:

(1) on the Google platform blogspot a blog «Language Innovation.UA» / «Мовні інновації.UA» (newlexua.blogspot.com) has been created. The blog represents updating of lexical and phraseological fund of the Ukrainian language presented in mass media (printed and web media, television and radio, advertising);

(2) in paper version of annual peer-reviewed dictionary «New words and phraseologisms in Ukrainian media» (Shevchenko & Syzonov, 2017a; Shevchenko & Syzonov, 2018) frequency illustrative material is presented that allows to observe evolutionary processes in modern language communication;

(3) electronic register of new words and phraseologisms with markings in the form of lexicographic marks, which allows to analyze in what circumstances and conditions language innovation is included in media discourse and reproduced in mass consciousness. It is worth noting that communicative reality, recipients background knowledge, genre syncretism, audience etc. affect the different degree of stylistic expression (the electronic project is aimed at investigating the above-mentioned notions, which confirms the relevance of our research).

The establishment of electronic filing system is dominant in modern lexicography, which is confirmed by numerous publications in world peer-reviewed editions, using the example of English, Lithuanian and Polish languages (Rodríguez, 2017; Naktinienė, 2012; Majewska 2012 etc.). The innovativeness of the proposed web filing system is confirmed by the fact that for the first time in Ukrainian virtual...
lexicography a media resource is not simply recorded using computer technologies, but also provided by tag markers which allow to recreate the actual picture of updating of the lexical-phaseological fund of the Ukrainian language (i.e., an indication on the origin of the word, affiliation to a certain sphere of communication, type of assessment in mass consciousness, semantic marker etc.).

**Data and Methods**

I. The working concept of the new dictionary and the methodology for its creation have already been described earlier (Shevchenko & Syzonov, 2017b). The methodology for organizing the electronic filing system is based on the principle of register of linguistic units in a web-format. Thus, register of new words and phraseologisms on the platform is carried out according to the alphabetical principle (discursiveness of the filing system is indicated by a broad commentary – an interpretation of a definition and an indication to the communicative sphere).

The certification of a new linguistic phenomenon with an appropriate media illustration is provided in lexicographic works in the paper version (Shevchenko & Syzonov, 2017a; Shevchenko & Syzonov, 2018).

II. Taking into account frequency and typicality of functioning of a new unit (a new meaning) in media context is significant for the criterion of novelty of semantics which allows to objectify the dynamics of the development of modern Ukrainian as a real source of replenishment of active vocabulary. In this aspect, in our opinion, several methods of lexicography are relevant:

(a) **method of typological comparisons** in search and scientific certification of neologisms, which was used as basic and one that corresponds to the correctness of the presented neo-lexemes (a new word, recorded taking into account background knowledge of the recipients, a functional marker of a particular time interval). Such an approach enabled the authors to prove the main principle of appearance and fixing of neologism in media communication represented in the edition.

(b) **method of conceptualizing the principles of systematic representation of new language units in media.** The above-mentioned
universal method includes media monitoring which allows to fully describe media sources of modern Ukraine. Thus, continuous sample of linguistic material by means of this method includes media texts of various spheres (political, economic, cultural and artistic, educational), genres (informational-analytical, fiction and publicistic group of genres of printed and electronic press) and means of communication (radio, television, Internet).

(c) lexicographic interpretation method, that was used for analysis of the collected material, its certification and linguistic argumentation of its novelty (a nominative unit with an interpretation is presented in the electronic filing system, a broad functional-stylistic interpretation is represented in the printed version of the dictionary).

(d) for maximal search objectification the author’s methodology for collecting material had been developed, which correlates with world practice of compilation of functional dictionaries. The compilers of the electronic filing system were guided by the author’s principle «10/10: new contexts / new editions», i.e. fixation of an innovative linguistic unit in 10 media contexts of 10 media sources, which indicates the tendency of an innovation unit to be replicated in media and captured in mass recipient’s memory.

III. Marking of innovative units in the electronic filing system was carried out with the help of a system of functional-stylistic and psycholinguistic metrics, which allowed to explain the reasons for further replication of a linguistic innovation in the system of the Ukrainian literary language.

Results and Discussion

We emphasize that similar electronic registers are not new to world media space: let us recall Polish («Młodzieżowe słowo roku»), Russian («Русский язык, 21 век: новые заимствованные слова»), French («Nouveaux mots dans la langue»), Ukrainian («Мислово») projects. However, in Ukraine in the context of media linguistic analysis such an investigation is conducted for the first time. The project «Language Innovation.UA» is primarily logical in the context of time (as for the 21st century lexicography) and material objectification (it is an electronic continuation of the serial dictionary «New words and phraseologisms in
The search for new words and their electronic presentation for Ukrainian lexicographic reality is innovative, based on a unique method «10/10: new contexts / new editions». The author’s technique has not been presented earlier, especially in the context of *psycholinguistic metric analysis*. We believe it necessary to stress that the psycholinguistic parameters of media communication have been already considered in several scientific works devoted to fake news manipulation (Keersmaecker & Roets, 2017), psycholinguistic parameters in advertising (Harris, Klassen & Bechtold, 2012), psychological and linguistic interaction of social media (Hwong, Oliver, Kranendonk & Sammut, 2017) etc. However, the analysis of psycholinguistic metrics on the basis of Ukrainian media is conducted for the first time (the achievements of world psycholinguistics only reinforce the results of our investigation).

In addition, our filing system contains not only new words, but also new idioms, which we consider a fresh look in Ukrainian neolexicography. In this context, we recall a comprehensive scientific review on virtual representation of English idioms, including its lexicographic aspects, carried out by Moon (Moon 2015: 319–320). We also mention world scientific projects on collecting, analyzing and compiling new vocabulary:

1. a project for collection, analysis and register of linguistic material on the basis of *Russian media under the guidance of prof. Solhanyk* (the author’s methodology was based on a systematic collection of new / updated vocabulary from newspapers and magazines);
2. a project of the *Institute of Linguistic Studies*, which provided for compiling of linguistic material on the basis of press and journalistic literature of the 60–90s of the 20th century;
3. a *Polish lexicographic project of the Center of Press Researches at Jagiellonian University* (headed by Pisarek, 2006). The Polish scholar Pisarek is the author of the electronic online project «Polskie media», which unifies and presents media terminology / terminology combinations / scientific phraseology in Poland. In 2011, Polish linguists publish an analogue of
the vocabulary of media terms by Pisarek in translation into English, French and German;

(4) a British project of Oxford University (Oxford Word of the Year). Every year, the Oxford University Press publishes the most popular word for mass communication, which has become the most commonly used, primarily in the Internet discourse. For instance, according to the results of 2018, the word «toxic» («poisonous», first appeared in English in the mid-seventeenth century, from the medieval Latin toxicus, meaning «poisoned» or «imbued with poison») became popular in English**.

Obviously, we relied on Ukrainian school of computer linguistics, where the major role in creating an electronic base of language units belongs to different types of electronics, which helps not only to systematize but also to classify the units according to certain parameters (see the achievements of Ukrainian lingua-information fund of NAS of Ukraine in this direction at http://www.ulif.org.ua/).

In world peer-reviewed editions there had been attempts to describe the electronic filing system in system-structural aspect (Karpilovska, 2017; Ivancova, 2013; Quasthoff, Liebold & Taubert, 2007); yet in the functional-stylistic aspect with a focus on psycholinguistics the proposed research is carried out for the first time. The logic of analysis and creation of electronic databases and filing systems is determined by urgent problems in (neo)linguistics, which is revealed in global computerization of all spheres of human activity, including languages as well as in concepts of creating the electronic dictionary of the future (Shyrokov, 2004) and perspective tasks of syncretic connection of linguistics and informatics (Williams, 2016). A confirmation of our position is found in such thoughts of scholars:

(1) Computerization of modern lexicography is not just a desire to provide scientific and technological progress in this field [...]. The combination of achievements of traditional lexicography with new methods created by information science sets out the task of developing highly effective lexicographic technologies that are capable of solving fundamentally new problems posed by linguistics in the information age*** (Shyrokov, 2004: 65).

** https://en.oxforddictionaries.com/word-of-the-year/word-of-the-year-2018
*** hereinafter the translation of citations into English is ours.
(2) European electronic lexicography network demonstrates that we can use our huge web as a broad potential. In terms of lexicography the time challenge is connected with science informatization, where vocabulary remains the leading «bridge» between linguistics and computer science (Williams, 2016: 79).

(3) With the development of computer technologies the fourth component was added to the traditional three-part chain of the dictionary creation – the electronic register, [...] base, balanced and indicative for the real state of the language system in a certain period of its existence as a model of «language in action» (Karpilovska, 2017: 94).

One of the innovators of systematic computer (the so-called corpus) dictionary compiling Lendau (Lendau, 2012) rightly reminded lexicographers that «a corpus is always a selection and can represent only speech and writing of selected transcripts and texts» (Lendau, 2012: 316). Due to the increase of corpuses and methods of their compiling lexicographers will have to rely on software tools (we offer such new tools in electronic filing system compiling in the framework of the author’s project «Language Innovation.UA»). All innovative computer-type dictionaries are developed within strict time constraints, as «a new word / phrase is a reaction to time and background knowledge of communicants who use these language innovations» (Moon, 2015: 330). Nobody will have time to sort thousands or even hundreds of thousands of fixations in order to find a specific word usage that needs to be presented in a dictionary (in this context, an electronic filing system is a very convenient and rational variant). Innovative computer technologies with their special multi-function to participate in dictionary compiling today rank first among all new dictionaries in the United States, Great Britain, France, Japan and other developed countries.

We should emphasize that nowadays the use of dictionaries of the late 20th century involves focusing on anthropocentric approach and pragmatic «dictionary-user» attitude. According to researcher Salzmann (Salzmann, 2002), for effective use of a lexicographic source it is necessary to choose the appropriate type of vocabulary which will adequately meet the user’s needs, to know the main components at the macro- and microstructural levels, to easily find a required registry unit and adequately perceive information about the linguistic unit in a lexicographic work.
Modern theories of innovative dictionaries creation in Ukraine and the world are built on functional pragmatics. Instructions for such dictionaries, their structure, collection of material and actual compiling were made at the beginning of the 21st century by foreign (Williams, 2016; Quasthoff, Liebold & Taubert, 2007) and Ukrainian (Taranenko, 2000; Shevchenko & Syzonov, 2017b; Shyrokov, 2004) scholars.

Referring, for instance, to the work by Taranenko (2000), we emphasize that it basically substantiates the principles of compiling completely new dictionaries with a new verbal reality: around semantic and stylistic aspects of Ukrainian vocabulary in the first place. Publication of theoretical and practical literature of this type will contribute to codification of already existing principles for vocabulary products compiling and development of new approaches in practical lexicography.

In 2010, Taranenko emphasizes the actualized models in the system of word / phrase formation of modern Ukrainian. When compiling registers, the author proposes taking into account active development of the Ukrainian language associated with extralinguistic motivation – massive usage of a linguistic unit in speech. We emphasize three main factors of derivative-nominative processes in the emergence of new words/meanings: (1) a comprehensive renewal of language composition in post-Soviet times, which manifests itself in new socio-political, cultural, economic and other vectors; (2) the need to systematize and standardize various segments of the word-formation structure of the Ukrainian language, search for its identity and return to the so-called normative ideals; (3) expansion of the sources of replenishment of the active Ukrainian vocabulary: from conversational elements, vernacular, youth slang, political slang to the stylistic phenomenon of language game, occasional word-formation, stylistic transformation etc. We believe that these factors can be expanded due to the fact that nowadays language as a system has a great external influence. Therefore, the expansion of its functional boundaries is unlimited (Taranenko, 2000: 67).

According to the present challenges in 2019 we launched an electronic filing system of new words and phraseologisms on the Blogger.com platform owned by Google Inc. The material for newlexua.blogspot.com has been gathered since 2016****. The total number of

**** The project is of educational character, which involves the participation of students of the specialty «Media linguistics» in collecting and compiling dictionaries of new vocabulary and phraseology in Ukrainian mass media (headed by prof. L.I. Shevchenko).
language units presented in the platform is about 1,000, which gives grounds to speak about constant evolution of the Ukrainian language, primarily updating of the lexical-phraseological fund due to mass media resources.

The distribution of language innovations over the years is as follows:

![Graph showing the distribution of language innovations over the years](image)

**Figure 1.** New words and phraseologisms in Ukrainian mass media (2016–2018)

*continuous updating of the filing system witnesses to constant process of entering/ exiting of linguistic units in the Ukrainian language system. Data is updated on a monthly basis.*

The principle of electronic filing system compiling is influenced by logical evolution in the triad of concepts «journalist – time recipient»:

(a) *a journalist* who replicates language innovations in mass media;
(b) *time* within which a new linguistic unit appeared;
(c) *a recipient*. Due to his professional knowledge new units are relaying outside mass media.

In the process of e-filing system compiling we have used the above-mentioned facts in their functional-stylistic interdependencies.

In 2019 (the print version of the dictionary will be published at the end of the calendar year) the principle of language innovations presentation is preserved, which is correctly represented on the site in the form of a separate structured article ++++

As of today, it is not the fact of the growing number of computer systems for dictionaries of a new type itself but rather the principles of electronic filing system compiling that remain debatable. In this context, let us recall a monograph by a leading Austrian linguist...
Toshovich (Tošović, 2018) within the framework of a research on generative linguistics (on the mechanisms of functioning of language units in electronic formats, the creation of web corpuses at the level of structure and taxonomy). As stated above, separate works on electronic dictionaries compiling were thoroughly developed by Ukrainian scientists (Shyrokov, 2004; Taranenko, 2000; Karpilovska, 2017).

We note that extralinguistic communication factors are important criteria for the correct marking of vocabulary articles in the electronic filing system. They are currently dominant in stylistics, in particular when it comes to integration of linguistic innovations into the literary language (Gajda, 2012: 12; Tošović, 2018). Such markings help to determine from which sphere the unit has fallen into the language and / or in which area the unit functions in a new status. We have presented the identification marks in the form of lexicographic markings in «Principles of the dictionary compiling» (Shevchenko & Syzonov, 2017а: 6–15; Shevchenko & Syzonov, 2018: 7–14). This allows to correctly explain the causes of emergence and subsequent functioning of innovations in...
language as well as observe real dynamics of language system. In the electronic filing system we propose a system of identification marks that argue for scientific consistency of work on the dictionary (in paper and electronic versions).

Using the search engine on the web platform, one can easily find the necessary mark and group the language innovations with certain parameters:

(a) a communicative sphere in which the language innovation exists: political, cultural, etc.;

(b) the word etymology (according to those circumstances in which the word had appeared and exists in the Ukrainian language): English, French, Russian;

(c) marking on literary / non-literary affiliation of the neologism: jargon, slang, invective lexeme;

(d) evaluation characteristics: positive, negative, neutral.

Functional-stylistic metric indicates the dynamic processes of the Ukrainian language development and helps to identify the innovative language unit in the lexical-phraseological stream; psycholinguistic metric aims to explain the evaluation potential of a new word in the system of the Ukrainian language.

Ser 2. Web site newlex.blogspot.com
We emphasize on the evaluation scale which is represented in the form of the linguistic unit marking in the electronic filing system. The latter includes expanded and adapted to modern reality scale of word / phrase meanings in media (Martin, 2012; Martin & White, 2005) and search meanings in linguistic units which is reflected in mass consciousness. We stress that axiological analysis of new units in communication is unexpected for the scientific discourse (see thorough research conducted by a social psychologist Schwartz (Schwartz, Melech & Burgess, 2001)). We have already presented separate results of media and psycholinguistic studies (on the example of phraseological innovations) (Syzonov, 2018). We present new results according to the collected language units of the electronic filing system, where the labeling negative, positive or neutral was formed in accordance with contexts in which new words / phraseologisms were functioning. The distribution of material in the e-filing system is easy to do with the help of computer programming by setting the required parameters. Let us display it in the form of a diagram (Figure 2).

Paradoxically, the largest number of new linguistic units presented in electronic filing system has negative semantics (56,0%, n=523), which, in our opinion, is explained by extralinguistic factors related to social, economic and political situation in the country, the search for new linguistic forms to traditional notions. Among the words with negative semantics most of the lexemes are from military-political sphere (the donor here is not only the terminology of the literary language, but also extra-linguistic vocabulary and phraseology): Сепар, negative; «Кремлевбом», negative; вірус «Росія», negative; операція «Гречка», negative; справа «рюкзаків», negative; кібер-тітушкі, negative etc.
Positive evaluative nomination (32,0%, n=299) accounts for over a third of the lexemes and is mainly related to socio-political processes in Ukraine / the world: євромайбутнє, positive; П'ятирічка Гросмана, positive; інстадвіж, positive; айдентика, positive; Велоконцепція, positive; АТОшник, positive etc.

Neutral evaluation is the least (12,0%, n=112), which is quite logical, since entry of a new linguistic unit is always accompanied by a certain subjectivity, a personal communicant’s experience who verbalizes phenomena of the real world. Most innovation units with a neutral evaluation are terms and term combinations that de facto do not carry evaluative nomination (e.g. героскутер, neutral; Ейчар / айчар, HR – neutral; криптомат, neutral; Юнікод / Unicode – neutral etc.).

It is noteworthy that some nominations may change their evaluative characteristics due to rethinking of semantics (e.g. «Ірма», neutral – a nomination of a powerful Atlantic tropical cyclone of 5th category and «Ірма», figurative meaning – a destructive force in economy, politics and other branches; Європаркан/Європаркан – 1) neutral, a fence of concrete slabs, popular in construction; 2) figurative meaning, a wall on the border with Russia, etc. See an example of the selection of language innovations for the search (Scr 4).

By courtesy of electronic filing system we can correctly represent and describe these phenomena in language, which will help to properly
provide the dynamics of changes of actual language resource in the mass consciousness of Ukrainians.

![Scr 4. Web site newlex.blogspot.com](https://newlexa.blogspot.com/2019/02/1-2017.html#more)

**Conclusions**

For correct representation of linguistic units in electronic form it is significant to indicate:

1. **the communicative sphere**, in which a linguistic unit appears and continues to function (it is represented by markings political, social, cultural, musical etc.). This allows to trace the movement of the linguistic unit in the communication process;

2. **primary or secondary nomination**, that proves the stylistic potential of a linguistic unit in mass communication (especially interesting is transition from one type of nomination to another due to rethinking of semantics of a word / a phraseologism in mass consciousness);

3. **the origin of a word / a phraseologism**, when it comes to replenishing the lexical-phraseological fund of the language with a resource from other languages (in connection with integration of Ukraine into European space the donor language is mostly English, which is also confirmed by our electronic register);

4. **availability of non-literary units of language** as an instrument for updating lexical-phraseological fund of the Ukrainian language (this
is implemented in the form of lexicographic markers such as *youth slang, jargon, invective lexeme* etc.

According to all types of marking it is possible to classify and group linguistic innovations in order to see the real picture of language system evolution, the changes in its composition, the axiological dominants that form modern linguistic communication as well as trace the «life» of a linguistic unit in relative time frames.
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Електронна картотека мовних інновацій в медіа…


Методики дослідження. Нова авторська методика «10/10: нові контексти / нові видання» дозволяє максимально об’єктивувати отримані результати та точно описати їх в актуальний для реципієнта час. Спеціальне функціонально-стилістичне та психолінгвістичне маркування дозволяє оцінити еволюційні процеси в мові, проаналізувати ступінь аксіологічності мовного ресурсу та спрогнозувати час «життя» мовної інновації у українській масовій свідомості.

Результати. Запропоновано специфічні лексикографічні маркери, що допомагають: (а) визначити ступінь впливу неоднорідності на масову свідомість, (б) оцінити типову / нестандартну комунікативну ситуацію появи одиниць в медіа, (в) з’ясувати стилістичний потенціал мовної інновації в сучасній українській мові. В електронній картотеці (див. авторський портал «Мовні інновації.UA» newlexua.blogspot.com на Google-платформі) репрезентовано близько 1.000 мовних інновацій (слів, фразеологізмів, семантично і словотворно трансформованих одиниць), що лексикографічно представлені як серійний словник «Нові слова та фразеологізми в українських мас-медіа» (2016–2018). Теорія медіапсихології допомогла розподілити матеріал у е-картотеці за оцінними (аксіологічними) домінантами (Martin, J.), вказуючи на нейтральну, позитивну та негативну семантику слова.

Висновки. Проаналізований матеріал дозволяє стверджувати, що оновлення лексикофразеологічного фонду української мови відбувається постійно, пояснення чому знаходимо у взаємодії екстра- та інтралінгвальних факторів (зокрема, явище «лінгвістичної моди» на мовні інновації Заходу, полікультурність, розширення меж інформаційного простору та ін.). Проведений моніторинг сучасних українських медіа дозволив проаналізувати причини тиражування та закріплення в масовій свідомості інноваційної лексики / фразеології.

Ключові слова: мовні інновації, медіаресурс, медіалінгвістіка, електронна картотека, психолінгвістика, стилістика української мови.

Шевченко Лариса, Сизонов Дмитрий. Электронная картотека языковых инноваций в медиа: психолингвистическая метрика

АННОТАЦИЯ

Цель исследования. В статье представлена концепция создания электронной картотеки языковых инноваций (новой лексики/фразеологии), основывающаяся на материале украинских масс-медиа и акцентирующая внимание на психолингвистической и функционально-стилистической метрике. Комплексный анализ е-карто́тёки, в основе которой лежит динамика украиноязычной медиакоммуникации (2016–2018), является целью данного исследования.

Методика исследования. Новая авторская методика «10/10: новые контексты/новые издания» позволяет максимально объективировать полученные результаты и точно описать их в актуальное для реципіента
Електронна картотека мовних інновацій в медіа…

взяте. Спеціальні функціонально-стилістичні і психолінгвістичні маркировки дозволяють оцінити еволюційні процеси в язьві, проаналізувати степень аксіологічності язькового ресурсу і спосібствувати прогнозуванню врму «жизні» язькової інновації в українському масовому сознанні.

Результати. Обоспваются разработанные автором спеціальні лексикографічні маркери, допомагаючи: (a) визначити степень впливу на масове сознання язьковими неоединицями, (b) оцінити комунікативну ситуацію появи единиці в медіа, (в) стилістичний потенціал язькової інновації в сучасному українському язьві. В електронній картотеці (см. автарський портал «Язькові інновації.UA» newlexua.blogspot.com на Google-платформі) представлено близько 1000 язькових інновацій (слов, фразеологізмів, семантических і словообразовательно трансформованих единиц), лексикографічно представленних в віде серійного словника «Нове слова і фразеологизми в українських мас-медіа» (2016–2018). Теорія медіапсихології допомогла розподілити матеріал електронної картотеки по оціночним (аксіологічним) домінантам (Martin, J.), указуючи на нейтральну, положительну і отрицательну семантику слова.

Висновки. Собранний матеріал дозволяє утверджувати, що обновлення лексико-фразеологічного фонду українського язьва проходить непреривно, об'язане чому находим во взаємодії екстра- і интравінтівських факторів, определяющих динамику развития язьва (явление «лингвістичної моди» на язькове інновації Западу, полікультурність, розширення границь інформаційного простору і др.). Проведений моніторинг сучасних українських медіа дозволив проаналізувати причини тиражування і закреплення в масовому сознанні інновацій лексики/фразеології.
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